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Sample Test ltems: Grade 3 Math

sample Mathematics constructed-Response rtems and scoring Rubrics
Questions I and2 show sample constructed-response items. Each item involves a numberof separate steps and the application of multiple skills. The constructed-response items
are designed to assess one or more of the Gl-Es/benchmarks/strands. The items are scored
using an item-specific rubric on a scale of 0 to 2 points.

Amy will sort these shapes into two groups. The shapes in each group will share
similar math features.

show one way Amy Lbuld sort the shapes by placing the Ietter from
each shape in one of these boxes. Label each box wiin a tifle that
explains how you sorted the shapes.

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 29: classify and describe two_ and three-
dimensional objects according to given attributes rii""ii rr. quadrilateral,
paralle lo gram vs. prism) (G-2 -E) (G_ I _ E) (G_4_E); .
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Scoring Rubric

The student earns 2 points.

The student eams I point.
The student earns 0 points.
OR

The student's response is incorrect or irrelevant to the skill
or concept being measured or is blank.

Box 1: B, C, E; Box 2: A and D. Titles: Shapes with Triangles and Shapes with Rectangles

3::'*:,'::::,1rr- illlv; yhanes jnt"
each box consistent with the way the srucient sorteci the shapes
OR

J Pojlt for sorting all five of the shapes into two sets with similar mathematical attributes andlabeling the boxes with titles inconsistent with the way the student sorted the shapes
OR

1 point for sorting all five shapes with similar mathematical attributes but not titling the boxes
OR

I point for sorting fewer than five shapes into two sets with similar mathematical attributes
and titling each box consistent with the way the student sorted the shapes
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Fran and Joel did an experiment to find the average number of chips in a
chocolate chip cookie. They took 6 cookies froml bag of their favorite brand and
counted the chips in each. Here is the information thei collected.
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A what is the average number of chocolate chips Fran and Joel found in
each cookie? Explain how you found this average.

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 4I;
appropriately in discussing what is ,'typical,'

Explain the word average and use it
of a data set (D-l-E).

The student earns 3 points.
The student earns I or 2 points.
The student's response is inconffi
concept being measured or is blank.

The average number of chips in each cookie is 5. If I level out the number of chips in 
"u.f,column, I get 5 chips in each cookie.

3 points for finding the correct *
explanation that matches the choice
OR

2 points for finding the correct number of chips and providing a partially clear or partially
complete explanation that matches the choice
OR

2 points for finding an incorrect number of chips using the correct procedure
OR

I point for finding the correct number of chips but providing no explanation
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Sample CRT Multiple-Choice Items

Questions 3 through 23..are sample cRT multiple-choice items, arranged by GLE. The
items test students' ability to solve math problims. Most items are provided in context
anci require students to use information from stories, graphs, o, tuUL, to solve a problem.
Items may assess some of the skills of a GLE while otft.i iti*, may measure all of theskills of the GLE.

Perry saved $7 during october and $4 during November. His older brother, Eric,
saved $18 during that time. which number sentence should perry use to
compare his savings with Ericrs savings?

7-4:18
7 -4> 18

7+4<lg
7+4>lg

Correct response: C

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 14:
inequalities (A-1-E).

Use the symbols 1, ), andt to express

A
B
c
D
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4 Clare wants to divide her collection of 20 rocks equally into 4 groups. Which
model correctly shows the number of rocks Clare should put in each group?

AOOOO
BOOOO
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Correct response: B

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 15: Use objects, pictures, numbers, symbols,

and words to represent multiplication and division problem situations (A-I-E).
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5 A zookeeper feeds a polar bear 2L fish each day for 7 days.which number
sentence should the zookeeper use to find the total number of fish he will feed
the polar bear during the 7 days?

A 2t+7:n
B 21-7:A
C 2l+7:Z
D 2lx7:J

Correct response: D

Match to GLE" This item meosures GLE I6: (Jse number sentences to represent real-life
problems involving multiplication and division (A_I_E) N_4_E).

Hunter placed 4 small boxes of crayons on one side of this baiance scale. He put
2 medium boxes of crayons on the other side to make the balance scale equal.

lrow many small boxes would Hunter need to balance 3 medium boxes?

2 small boxes
4 small boxes
5 small boxes
6 smail boxes

A
B
c
D

Correct response: D

Match to GLE: This item mec$ures GLE I7; Analyze and describe situations whereproportional trades or correspondences are required (e.g., trade 2 pieces of:candyfor 3pieces of gum, make equivalent actions on pori to keep ialance ,"i1, in equrtftrium,planfor the number of pieces of bread neededfor x sindwiches) (A-r-E).
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120 -24 = c
c x 24:120
120+24=c
c x 120:24

Correct response: A

Match to GLE" This item measures GLE 18; (Jse letters as variables in mathematical
statements that represent real-life problems (".g., 2 x n: g) (A_2_E).

Mrs. Andrews wants to glue rope around the perimeter of this framed mirror to
make it western-style.

S0 crn $0 cm

75 cm

How much rope does she need?

100 cm
125 cm
200 cm
250 cm

Sam and his mother have baked 24 cookies. They need a total of 120 cookies. Ifc
stands for the number of cookies they still need to bake, which number
sentence should sam and his mother use to find the number of cookies they
still need to bake?

Correct response: D

Match to GLE; This item measures GLE 22; Find the perimeter of a geometric shapegiven the length of its sides (M-l-E).

A
B
c
D

75

A
B
c
D
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9 Devon wants to cover an entire shelf, shown below, with paper.

n=lsquar*inch
what is the least amount of paper that wil cover the entire shelf?

A 16 square inches
B 32 square inches
C 48 square inches
D 52 square inches

Correct answer: C

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 23; Fjnd the area in square units of a given,:r-t1"ql" (including squares) drswn on a grid or by 
"ourrig-i:h," 

,"gron with square tiles(M-r-E).
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10 A bus leaves Janell's town at 3:35 p.M. it anives in New orleans 50 minutes later.which clock shows the time the bus arrives in New orleans?

Correct response: B

Match to GLE; This item measures GLE 24; Find elapsed time involving hours andminutes, without regrouping, and teil time to the neaiest minute (M-I-Ei M_5_E).

A

B

c

D
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11 Mr. Haffis will measure the heights of several desks in his classroom. Which tool
should Mr. rrarris use to measure the heights of the desks?

A Meterstick
B Scaie
C Thermometer
D Measuring cup

Correct response: A

Match to GLE" This item measures GLE 25: Select and use the appropriate standard
units o.f measure, abbreviations, and tools to measure length oni prri*rtu (in., cm,, ft.,yd., m), area (square inch, square centimeter), capacity [up, pint, quart, gallon, Iiter),
and weight/mass (o2., lb., g, kg, ton) (M-2-E)

Andrd made this list of the amount of time he and his friends in the school band
spent practicing on Saturday.

$lernber
cf Sand

Fractise
Time

Andrd 110 minutes

Clark 50 minutes

Dave 3 hcurs

Nick t hour

I{ow should Andr6 arrange the names so that they are in order from least to
greatest amount of practice time?

A Nick, Clark, Andrd, Dave
B Clark, Andrd, Nick, Dave
C Nick, Dave, Clark, Andrd
D Clark, Nick, Andrd, Dave

Correct answer: D

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 26; Order a set of measures within the same
system (M-3-E).
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13 Collette is choosing patches to sew on her clown costume.
patch that is congruent to this striped patch.

She wants a dotted

Which patch should Collette choose?

Correct response: B

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 30; Apply concepts of congruence, similarity,
and symmetry in real-life situations (G_2_E),

A

B

c

D
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14 Matthew drew a design inside a shape. He kept moving the shape to make this
pattern.

How did Matthew change the shape to make this pattern?

A He slid it four times.
B He flipped it four times.
C He rotated it clockwise four times.
D He rotated it counterclockwise four times.

Correct response: B

Match to GLE" This item measures GLE 32: Recognize and execute spectfiedflips, turns,
and slides of geometric.fsyut using manipulativis and correct terminologt (including
clockw ise and countercloclw ise) (G-3 -E).'

AAAAA
Start --*"
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15 Summer is stamping a design on some drawing paper. This is the stamp she uses.

How many line segments are on Summer's stamp?

A1
B3
c4
D6

Correct answer: B

Match to GLE: This item meosures GLE 35; Identtfy, give properties of and distinguish
among points, Iines, line segments, planes, rays, and inglis 1G_S_n)

16 Thuy uses this symbol to stand for a house on the map she is drawing.

How many right angles will she need to draw each time she draws this
symbol?

A1
B2
c3
D5

Correct response: C

Match to GLE: This item meosures GLE 37; Identify, describe, and drow intersecting,
horizontal, v9ltical, parallel, diagonal, and perpeiiicular lintes, rays, ancl right angles inthe real world (G-S-E) (G-6-E).
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17 Mateen looked at the map to find the shortest distance from home to school.

Matsen's f{ei ghborhood

I = 1 Brock

* 1 Block

what is the shortest path from home to school, staying on the lines?

A 3 blocks
B 4 blocks
C 5 blocks
D 7 blocks

Correct response: C

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 3g; Find the rength of a path (that does nor
include diagonals) between two points on a grid (G_6_q:
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18 Mr. Duval collected data about his class on this venn diagram.

Class $urvay

X
XX
XX

xx
XX

x.
x"

XX
x

x
X

X
x

x
x

X

$tudents Who
Like Science

$tudentE Who
Llke Math

How many of Mr. Duval,s students like math?

A 6 
\.1 ,._"

B7
G9
Di3

Correct response: D

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 40: Read, describe, and organize a two_circle
Venn diagram (D-I-E) (D-2-E).
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19 Each third grader made a tally mark by
this chart.

his or her favorite season ofthe vear on

What is your favorite sea$on?

Which graph matches the data on this chart?

Favorite SeaEons

$pring

$ummer

Fall

Winter

s4 5 6 7 8 91011 12.t3 1415
Nurnber of Students

Favorite $easons

Spring

$ummer

Fall

Winter

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I 1011 12131415.1617 18
--,; -,;l*$lumber of $tudents

A

1817r6

B

$pring lttJ. l//r

$urnmsr ll*t )tR ?#r I

Fall Iilt
Winter lffL lll
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Spring

Summer

Falt

Wlnter

Spring

$ummsr

Fall

Winter

Favorite $easons

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8I.1011 12 13141516 1718
Number af $ludents

Favorite $sasons

D

Correct response: B

Match to GLE; This item measures GLE 42; Match a data set to a graph, table, or chart
and vice versa (D-2-E).

0 1 a 3 4 $ 6 7 I I 1011 12131415161718
Number af $ludents
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20 Ali will toss a coin 10 times. What is the chance the coin will land heads up all
10 times?

A Certain
B Possible
C Impossible
D Likely

Correct response: B

Match to GLE: This item meosures GLE 44: Discuss chance situations in terms of
c ertain/impo s s ible and equally tikely (D- S _E).

2-30
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Mary built these four number models using base ten blocks. which moder shows
an eyen number?

HHss
HH 3
ffiffi ffifr3 m

A

$ffi$ffis
B

c

ff$ffs

D

m
3
s
3
3
3
f?t
L--1)

m
ffi

Correct response: C

Match to GLE. This item measures GLE 46: Identify
with objects, pictures, and words (p-l-E).

and model even and odd numbers
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22 LaBrian records his karate practice time on this table.

Vlfeek Minutes cf
Practice

Week 1 't0

Week 2 2A

lVeek 3 tc

Week 4 .30

Week 5 25

Week 6 50

Week 7 45

V$eek I 7

I{ow many minutes will LaBrian practice during week 8 if he continues his
pattern?

A 40 minutes
B 55 minutes
G 65 minutes
D 90 minutes

Correct response: D

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 47; Find patterns to complete tables, state therule governing the shift between successive terms, and continue tie pattern (inc:lutdrng
grow ing patterns) (P- I -E) (p -2-E).
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23 omar made a table to find out how long it would take him to collect 100 pennies
if he doubled the number of pennies he coilected every day.

Day Number of
Pennies

Day 1 1

Day 2 I

Day 3 4

Day 4 I
Day 5 1$

0ay 6 ?

Day 7 2

Day I ?

Day $ 7

on which day would omar's number of pennies grow to more than 100?

A DayT
B DayS
G Dayg
D Day 10

Correct response: B

Match to GLE: This item mec$ures GLE 47: Findpatterns to complete tables, state the
rule governing the shift between successive terms, and continue tie pattern (inclutdig
growing patterns) (P- I -E) (p-2-E).
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Sample NRT Multiple-Choice Items

Questions 24 through 30 are-sample multiple-choice items representative of those used on
f" lolT:-l.ferenced parts of the rLEAP test. the survey Uattery of the Iowa Tesrs ofBasic Skills 0TBS) is designed to measure a wide rangl of student achievement. Some
items address Louisiana GLEs at the specified grade tJvel wiriie other items address
Louisiana GLEs at other grade levels.

24 which number fact does not belong to the same family or group of facts as
the other three?

A
B
c
D

3 x 9:27
27 + 9:3
9x3:27
9 + 3:3

Correct Response: D

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 7; Recognize and apply multiplication and
division as inverse operations N-4-E).

25 what is the correct way to write four hundred thirty-nine?

439
4,039
4,390

40,390

Correct Response: A

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE l: Model, read,
standard, and expandedformfor numbers through 999i

andwrite place value in word,
N-r-E).

A
B
c
D
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26 Which number sentence is true?

A 7 <6
B 7>4
c 3>7
D 6<3

Which figure is divided into fourths?

Correct Response: B

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 2: Read, write, compare, and order whole
numbers through 9999 using symbols (i.e., <, :, >) and moiels (N-l-E) (N-3-E).

27

A

B

c

D

Correct Response: B

Match to GLE: This item measures GLE 3; (Jse region and set models and symbols to
represent, estimate, read, write, and show understanding offractions throu[h tunths
Q,r-I-E) (N-2-E).
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28 Eli and Sam were trading baseball cards. Eli had 12 cards and Sam had 17.
Which shows how many cards the boys had altogether?

A t2+ t7
B 17 -12C 17 x12
D 17 +12

Correct Response: A

Match to GLE; This item measures GLE g; Recognize, select, connect, and use
operations, operational words, and symbols (i.e., +, _, x, +) to solve reat_life situations
N-s-E) N-6-E) N-e_E).

Directions: Use the coins below to answer question 29.

w@ffi
29 Art bought a cookie costing 60(, and,paid for it with a dollar bill. The clerk gave

Art the change shown above. Which statement is true?

A The change was the correct amount.
B The change was 5l too little.
C The change was 5l too much.
D The change was 101too much.

Correct Response: C

Match to GLE; This item measures GLE I0: calculate the value of a combination of billsand coins and make change up to 55.00 (I{_6_E) (M_j_E) 1U_S_n1
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Directions: Ben made his sister a doll cart for her birthday. He spent ten dollars for all
the supplies he used to make it. Use the table below to answer question 26.

Supplies for a Doll Cart

Supply Cost

Nails $ 1.00
Paint $1.s0
Glue 50d
Bolts 50d
Wheels $2.00
Wood $3.00
Handle $ 1.s0

30 Which supply costs as much as the glue and bolts?

A Paint
B Nails
G Handle
D Wheels

Correct Response: B

Match to GLE" This item measures GLE 43: Represent and solve problems using data
from avariee of sources (e.g., tables, graphs, maps, advertisements) (D-3-E).
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